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East of Downtown and Beyond

Interview with Helena Maria Viramontes

A native of East Los Angeles, Helena Maria Viramontes has participated in

manyjoumals, literary contests, andcommunity activities. She is bestknown forher

intemationally acclaimed The Moths and Other Stories published in 1985 by Arte

Público Press. This coUection of short stories brings to light the importance of the

urban woman's voice, concems, and perspectives within Chicano/Latino culture.

Viramontes calis attention to the themes of sexuality in "Growing" and "Birthday,"

changing cultural/sexual roles in "The Broken Web," the relationships among
women in "The Moths," and the immigrant experience in "Cariboo Café."

In Chicana Creativity and Criticism: Charting New Frontiers in American

Literature (1987), Viramontes and Maria Herrera-Sobek coedited a coUection of

criticai articles, fiction, poetry, and essays on Chicana literature, a project that was

inspired by a conference held at U.C. Irvine. The book proved to be very popular

and recently sold out. The University ofNew México Press will reissue the book in

an expanded edition. In this coUection, the short story "Miss Qairol" by Viramontes

shows a new direction in the representation of the urban female factory worker in

Chicano/Latino Uterature according to Herrera-Sobek. In "Nopahtos" (Breaking

Boundaries: Writings by Latinas 1989), Viramontes cultivates the testimonial

genre by giving us an autobiographical account of the importance of the oral

tradition in her work.

Viramontes has been literary editor for Xhismearte and a coordinator for the

Latino Writers Association. In 1990 she cofounded the nonprofit group. Latino

Writers and Filmmakers, Inc. She has recenüy signed a contract for two novéis and

a book of short stories with New American Library Series/Dutton Publishers. She

is presently working on a novel, Under the Feet ofJesus, to be pubUshed in 1995

with the support of the National Endowment for the Arts. Viramontes has also

accepted a ladder-rank position as Assistant Professor of Creative Writing in the

Department of English at Comell University.

As one of the participants at the conference "Writing the Immigrant Experi-

ence" at the renovated pubüc übrary in downtown Los Angeles, Viramontes

reflected on the significance of the pubüc library in her üterary formation. Later on

that aftemoon, we met with Viramontes to discuss her role as a writer and a
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community actívist.

Viramontes elaborated on the importance of her involvement with tlie public

library. We asked lier why this place means so much to her.

Helena: Fm a big advócate ofpublic libraries because I grew up in a bookless home.

I come from a family of eleven. It wasn't until my older brothers and sisters started

going to school that there were books in the house. My father had bought us a set

of World Book Enciclopedias that we were forbidden to touch because they hadn't

been paid. Alsomy older sister had a Bible she guarded like her big jar ofNoxzema.

I was amazed by the pictures in this book and the temptation was too much for me

to bear. For the longest time I thought that the encyclopedias contained all the

Information I needed to know in the world, and that the Bible had all the truth. What

more could a hungry child want? That's all I really needed. It wasn't until very

recently that I realized that this isn't altogether true. But that's where I developed

my respect for the printed word. In any event, I was always really excited about

books.

The library was my space. I would take two buses to come here to the Central

Library. It was very much unlike the way it is now. You would walk into this huge

domelike room and in it were rows and rows ofcatalogue card drawers and all those

cards represented books ready to be accessed by the tip of my fingers. You' re

constantly moving, but you have to make contacts and connections. I like that

thought because in many ways that's the way it was at the public library. I met all

kinds of different people and worlds in this library.

Juanita: What do you remember about the library as a child?

H.: First of all, it was a place of warmth, great warmth. Someone always kept the

heatjust right. And nobody bothered you. And then to see the big huge boxes with

catalogue cards in them andjot the numbers and go to the stacks and say ¡Ay! como

tenían tantos libros and then just pile them up. These many books [she extends her

hands]. To go and sit down with them. There was always a homeless person or two

or three or five or ten, either sleeping, reading or looking at odd things. I remember

seeing some oíd lady reading page after page ofoíd T. V. Cuides, while another time,

I saw some viejito reading a foreign book, buthe was holding it backwards. I thought

all this was so fascinating. It' s always been my quiet, tripping out space, the library.

Silvia: What did you read?

H.: I liked reading about people' s lives, biographies. I would read fiction and

magazines but it was mostly biographies I remember. At that time I was very much

struck by people' s lives. I also read about Caüfomia history. They had a California

room where I would read sections of history books. More than anything else, I just
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enjoyed lhe freedom to be able to have access to these things, to pick a book on

HarrietTubman orMarilyn Monroe orwhatevermy heart desired. Nobody bothered

me. It was incredible. That is basically what writers seek, you know: a little space.

A little non-distractive time to be able to think or feel whatever you want.

J.: What kínds of community services have you done with the public library?

H. : Last year, forexample, they started closing down public libraries. There was one

public library in particular that I adoptad. It was called Friendly Stop Library in the

City of Orange. It's a barrio library. It's a trailer that pretty much served the small

barrio there. I loved the work that they were doing. The librarían who worked there

was a Chicano. One day I visited the library at about 3:30 in the aftemoon. It was

packed. Ali sorts of kids were there, reading, looking at magazines. I mean it was

a place where the community came together, almost like a teen post, but the kids

were reading or doing homework.

The librarían was able to disseminate the books that were relevant to the kids'

cultures and concems. It was a wonderful, wonderful place that belonged to them.

Well sure enough they were going to close it up. Ijust couldn' tbelieve this so I wrote

this letter to ali my fríends. I said, "Listen, here compás. I mean we need to do

something here. Don't you remember how important the libraríes were to a lot of

us because we just did not have enough books available to us?" And so on. I must

have made about 75 copies of the letter and sent them out to ali my fríends who sent

them out to their fríends. Well, sure enough, the response was so big that the library

was awarded another grant. Ali I did was wríte a letter and it worked. A lot of the

wríters, especially the Latino wríters, responded. That was really, really very nice.

It was wonderful to see that everybody took the time to wríte letters to say "Don't

do this. This is really important This is my own personal experíence at the public

library," Libraríes have always been very close to my heart.

When you grow up in a family ofeleven in a threebedroom house in East L.A. where

do you study? I mean where can you go to study? En la cocina. Yeah, bueno after

you wash the dishes. You know what I mean? The library also provided me with

a place to exercise my imagination. I could sit for hours, read, sleep, and nobody

bothered me. Plus I had access to the Information that I wanted to have access to.

It was really great.

S.: When did you start to write?

H.: I started wríting seríously after coUege. Actually I did wríte a play in my drama

class in high school. The play even had an underlying feminism that was subcon-

scious. It dealt with the lives of five prostitutes. I mean what can I say? I was a high

school student at the time. Ms. Duran, our Chicanadrama teacher, said, "We are not

going to censor here. You wríte whatever you want to wríte. And if you want to use

curse words, you could use curse words." ¡Ay! Bueno. You should have seen ali the
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pieces that the students did. It was not so much the permission to use bad words, but

the freedom to write unrestrictívely. Mine was one that was selected to be read.

S.: What were your college years like? Did you write then?

H.: In 1971, I got accepted to this small, four-year, liberal arts college called

Immaculate Heart College in Hollywood. People like Diane Keaton's sister for

example and Mary Tyler Moore graduated from there. It was small, but very, very

radical. The first year I attended, Tom Hayden came to teach there. What a

controversy that was! Las mujeres, a lot of them called themselves nuns, had their

own conmiunities of sisters. It was my understanding that some of them were

excommunicated from the Church for their radicalism. Nonetheless, they defined

themselves, created their own conmiunities of spirituality and although the school

closed its doors, the community ofwomen still offered a gradúate course in feminist

spirituality. Very interesting women.

As a student, I was hungry for the Information they had to share. But going there I

realized in many ways how the system had failedme in terms ofnot being prepared.

There were five Chicanas and three Black women and we hung out like this, man.

We were like this [a sign of unity]. In fact, Eloise Klein Healy, who was one ofmy
teachers back then, came up to me after class once and asked: "God, we want to

know what you guys are thinking about." We felt so intimidated, unprepared, and

we always sat in the back really tight-lipped. But I have to hand it to Eloise; years

later I thanked her. She was the first white woman who asked me what I thought.

It was a terrifying experience coming into this white upper middle-class university

because all of us came from very different backgrounds. It was an incredible

experience.

J.: How did your family react when you decided to continue your educatíon ?

H.: I explained a litüe about my background in terms of the workload I had at the

house. I remember getting up at five and helping my mother with the lunches,

getting ready for school, going to school, coming home. She only letme take drama

once a week the last year of high school. We weren't allowed to have after school

activities. I had to come home, help with the dinnerand then wash dishes. Aftereight

or nine o'clock, I did my homework until about midnight. Then I'd go to sleep. I

always remember saying a prayer, "Oh God, thank you for this day . S leep is the best

thing until five o'clock." I knew then that if I was going to go to a college or a

university I would notbe able todo it at the house because there was no space. That' s

when I realized, I needed to move into a dorm. At Immaculate Heart College, they

gave me a room at the dorms. I was seventeen years oíd, and needed signed

permission. My father, of course, said I would move out over his dead body. So I

tumed tomy mother, who hardly went againstmy father. However, I useda different

strategy. I asked her, "Mamá, do you want me to marry a doctor or lawyer?" How
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coulda caring mothernotrespond affirmatively. ''¡Pues, sí!" she said. Then I posed

to her, "How can I meet these doctors and lawyers if I don't go to where they are

studying?" Ali 1 had to do next is show my mother where to sign.

My roommate, this woman from Pacific Palisades, reminded me of Janis Jopün.

She was a very rebellious wildperson and that' s why she fell in love withmebecause

she said, "Come on over here. We're probably the same thing." So 1 ended up

rooming with her. Two weeks later my parents come to check everything out. Ali

my mother kept saying was "¿ Onde están las monjiías, onde están las monjitas T'

She was waiting for the nuns to come out and greet her. ''Pues allá están, Mom, es

que están estudiando^ I said. God, it was crazy, crazy. Yeah, I remember those

days. I always remember those days.

S.: Why are those days signifícant?

H.: It was hilarious because in many ways they were the most criticai days of

intellectualism that I had. When I talk to students especially, 1 tell them that this is

an opportunity for them to get the information that they are going to need for the rest

of their Uves. When I was visiting Harvard and Yale, the first thing I did was check

out the libraries. I'm thinking, hey, we need to have that too. This belongs to us too.

We need to have access to this information.

J.: Could you talk about your role as literary editor in XhismeArte, the Latino

literary and art magazine of Los Angeles? How did you contribute?

H.: Sure. I was involved from 1978 to 1981. Through informal literary workshops,

about 25 writers met and shared their fiction works. I worked with the Pulitzer Prize

winning joumalist, Víctor Manuel Valle. We worked together submitting grants

and receiving money to hold these literary workshops.

In 1981, I coordinated a special issue dedicated to La Mujer in an attempt to

recognize and bring into perspective our creative force. I was the only woman on

the editorial staffwho brought forth particular gender issues. I can now say that this

issue was a valuable and historical contribution to the Chicano/Latino literary

tradition. The issue La Mujer was a publication designed for a special anthology.

Homenaje a la Ciudad de Los Angeles 1781-1981. In this issue, we wanted to

emphasize the other side of literary history that noticedLa Mujer as an organizer as

well as a worker in the fields and factories, a planner of revolutions, a generator of

ideas, traditions, cultures, beliefs as well as propagator of her race. The one-

dimensional depiction oíLa Mujer in the arts and literature did not dojustice to her.

While the Anglo described her as dark and lustful with a sexual appetite, the

Chicano/Latino painted her as strong, but sexless, or sensual but intellectually

sterile. La Mujer knows better. Both Barbara Carrasco, who was the art editor, and

myself agreed to collaborate on this issue that celebrated La Mujer.

A writer volees the Uves and future of Chicanas/Latinas. In a society that represents
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inferiority by race and intelligence by sex, she must struggle endlessly to créate

forms and ideas against those negative images that portray her. We are powerful

warriors because we can teach. In order to continue to develop our art, we must be

connected to otherwomen artistas. In a similar fashion, we mustkeep in touch with

the men of our culture, educating them about the condition ofLa Mujer so that we
can form a collective voice, a literary and artistic consciousness for the good of all.

Some of the contributors of La Mujer issue, who were relatively unknown at the

time, included Rosa Elvira Alvarez, Alma Villanueva, Lin Romero, Gina Valdés,

and myself. The works we presented capture a reality often perceived as harsh and

bitter, but honest. The art included wonderful work by Carrasco, Yreina Cervantes

and Linda Vallejo.

J.: How did the Latino Writers Association form?

H.: This collectivity of writers grew out of the woikshops we held for Xhismearte

and speared by VaUe. More than anything, its purpose was to provide criticai and

moral support so necessary for the development of artistas. It was a stimulating

environment where an exchange of ideas, constructive criticism, and exploration of

intellectual conversations took place. We had a grand visión. Víctor Manuel Valle,

others and I met every Thursday religiously for about three years. At times it was

frustrating because I was the only mujer in this community of writers. That is how
we came up with the idea of La Mujer issue for Xhismearte.

J.: Focusing more on your own development, who did you read?

H . : When I was in coUege I was reading a lotof Afiican-American writers like Ralph

Ellison and Richard Wright. Anglo women writers like Doris Lessing and Virginia

Woolf. And, of course, the regulars of American literature. African-American

women writers like Toni Morrison and Alice Walker came a üttle bit later. Angela

Davis had an impact on me as well. I was very impressed by that kind of radical

atmosphere of writing your roots and yourself and the urban city plight.

What also struckme at the time was the Latin American writers and their works: One

Hundred Years ofSolitude, Pedro Páramo. I had been reading a lot but this was so

different than anything that I had ever read. It was so enjoyable. It was the type of

reading that just drew me in. I just forgot about the hours. I was no longer reading

but in the world ofthese writers, experiencing the sights and scents. Words no longer

got in the way of the stories, you know what I mean? Oh ! What a wonderful thing !

I can't even describe it, to be in another world completely and not let anybody

distract you from it until you are out of it. That' s what I got from a lot of these Latin

American writers. Now it's interesting that I probably would have started writing

a lot sooner had I been exposed to Latin American women writers. But by and large

I was exposed to the male writers because it was they who were being translated.

I was very fascinated by their technique, by their storytelling, by the way they
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narrated, by their inforaiation. Yet I still didn't think of writing on my own.

J.: What was the impact of reading Pedro Páramo ?

H.: Once I finished Pedro Paramo, that's when I wrote my first short story,

"Réquiem for the Poor," which is about Chícanos and their parents, the cultural

conflicts, and crossing the borderfrom Tijuana. At the time, I took acreative writing

course at Cal State L.A. where I wrote this short narrative. That's a little story in

which I tried to do a Juan Rulfoesque kind of atmosphere. My professor said,

"Submit it to the magazine." Sure, youknow I' 11 submit it. And then I gota firstplace

fiction award.

In Pedro Páramo, I admired the ghostlike consciousness he created and the blurry

line between reality and phantoms. The form of the narrative and the art of telling

a story amazedme most of all. As a reader, I enjoyed putting the pieces of the puzzle

together. It was a mystery to me. There is a fine une between realism and magic. I

am talking about the magic in curiosity and awareness ofthe reader' s eye who leams

to trust.

S.: When was that?

H.: This was in 1975 or 76. Still in his class, the professor asked us to write about

something that felt personal tome. So I opened upmyjoumal and I picked out a thing

that happened to me. And in fact it was almost like a two or three day long

monologue, which tumed out to be "Birthday." In this story, I experimented with

stream of consciousness. I combine the cosmic and the personal. As a writer, I tried

to concern myself with how to tell a story as well as the subject matter of abortion

and women's bodies. After I submitted this piece, my professor said to me, "You

know you have such a unique visión. I have never read anything like this before."

I began thinking, well, let me try my hand at writing.

J.: Speaking of the printed word, I fínd this rebellious spirit in many of your

female characters. How does this relate to your writing process?

H.: The rebellion in my soul is not apparent tome until I see it in my characters. You
know it's interesting because when I was writing Under the Feet ofJesus I wrote

to Sandra [Cisneros]: "You know, Sandra, I am a grateful woman for many things.

But one thing I'm very thankful for are these characters. Though one thinks I gave

them life, it is they who have givenme life." That' s the way I feel. Writing is so basic

and so part ofmy own development as ahmnan being that this is what I want to offer

my readers too.

J.: How did you come up with the idea to do "The Moths" , one of your most
famous stories which is published in numerous anthologies?
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H.: The emotion comes from a very famous black and white Life magazine photo

of a Japanese woman bathing her deformed child. I was overpowered by the love

I saw between this mother and her child. While the child looks into space, the mother

shows such love and compassion in bathing the child. I felt the strength ofbonding,

love and trust between the two. I wanted to capture this feeling in the relationship

between the grandmother and her grandchild in The Moths. I chose the grandmother

figure instead of the mother figure because she has more time to take care of the

spirituality of the children. The mother figure is too cióse a generation to relate to

her rebellious daughter. This story is a tribute to grandparents and the role they play

in our Uves. I also show that these people have real lives with complexities. There

are no easy solutions.

J.: This composíte of characters in difficult situations is apparent in most of

your works. In **The Broken Web," how did you develop these intense

characters?

H.: I was always fascinated by women's stories. The idea for "The Broken Web"

was given to me by this woman I knew. I went to the court and investigated her court

records. It was an incredible story. Her experience reminded me of the movie.

Dance with a Stranger. It's an interesting movie because it deals with this woman
who works at a bar. She is also very confident about her sexuality. She is a single

parent and she is doing well. But then shejust falls in love with the wrong guy . They

become obsessed with each other. They terrorize each other but then they can't live

without each other. They are always drawn back to each other for one reason or

another. In our lives, at least in the women that Tve talked to, there' s always been

that occasion at one point in somebody's life, where you have this relationship in

which you become obsessed with this person, including myself. Getting back to the

story, she ended up killing the guy by shooting him so that she could be released

emotionally. But the fascinating pan is that she wrote a letter. She was the first

woman in England tobe hung, by the way. That's why they wrote a movie about it.

But the fascinating part of the letter was that she wrote to his mother to say she loved

him, but he just couldn't keep his pants on. He always kept wanting relationships

with other women. Very interesting movie.

I see the parallel in "The Broken Web," though I didn't see this woman until years

and years later. This woman' s husband terrorized herby doing horrible things to her

and her children. That's when she just got the rifle not more than ten feet away and

pulled the trigger once, twice and then reloaded. Did it again. Then she was tried.

She was tried first for homicide but then the story began to unravel the torment She

got secondary manslaughter. She had written a testimonio in her pocho English of

how much she loved her husband, but why she had to do what she did. I was so

fascinated by that. I thought, "Oh, shoot! I want to write this in her voice. Y no lo

podía hace r. I could notdo iL Maybe I still will . Because itwas so fascinating to have
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that kind of voice.

S.: Why did you choose the daughter^s voice?

H.: Well the daughter is the one who told me about her mother. After I interviewed

her mother I got the court transcripts. Because in a way, I felt a certain amount of

responsibility to tell about this past nobody knew about. But when the daughter

confessed it to me, she had to be very discrete. Then I asked her, "Do you think your

Mom would talk to me about this so I could write something on it?" And she said,

"Yeah, I think so. Let's talk to her." So I talked to that person. I got the court case

first and then 1 retumed to talk to that woman. But even then it was a very delicate

balance that I had to take because 1 was really transgressing a lot of intímate

information. But these women were very good about this mixed report. They even

told me about some of the things that this man did. Even then the daughter instead

of the mother would tell me about some of the things that she could not talk about.

J.: Was it diffícult to find a publisher for The Moths and Other Stories at this

time considering there were not many established Chicana/Latina writers?

H.: Why do you think we had such magazines as XhismeArte, and Con Safos! We
just took publications into our own hands. Remember we had a group of Latino

writers here in the association. We had people like Luis Rodríguez, Always

Running, Luis. Luis was able to develop a panei of Latino writers to particípate in

an American Writers Congress which was held in New York. That was the first

major conference with a Latino panei in years by American writers. Luis asked me
to particípate in the panei with Nick Kanellos whom 1 was just beginning to know

through some of the books by Arte Público.

At the panei, I met Nick Kanellos for the first time. He was screaming and yelling.

It's funny because when 1 share this story with everybody, they ali say they have

stories of Nick Kanellos. He was very upset because there were not many Latino

writers invited, just a handful, a speck such as Rudolfo Anaya, myself, and a few

others.

In any event, as we sat together, I leaned over and said "I have ali these stories that

Tve written over the years. Maybe I can put them in a collection." He said, "Yeah,

yeah, go ahead. Mail them to me." That was back in 1981. It didn't get published

until 1985. It took a long time. At that time it took about two or three years to get

a book ouL 1 got the book on the very same day I brought my son Francisco home
from the hospital . Yme habló Nick' s pubUc relation agent to set up a reading . I said

that I couldn' t because I hadjustcome home from the hospital. "Are you okay?" she

asked. "Yeah, I just had a baby." Shortly afterwards Denise's [Chávez] book The

Last ofthe Menu Girls came. Denise and I actually did our tour together around

Texas. That's how Denise and I got hooked up together.

While they [Cisneros and Chávez] continued to write, my writing still went up and
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down, sporadic in many ways. I have always written but Tve just done it in short

terms. Shortly before the book The Moths was published, "The Cariboo Cafe" was

not even going to be included. I put it in as a last minute entry because another story ,

a love story about these two Chicano teachers at Garíield High School, was a weak

link in the book.

J.: **Cariboo Café** is another signifícant landmark in expressing the concerns

of the Latino immigrant experience. How did this idea come about?

H.: I was living in Vancouver at the time and I had just had Pilar. I became very

obsessively involved with the politics of Central America. TheNew York Times did

not provide sufficient Information conceming Central America. I read a lot more

through the Canadian papers. I was thinking, "My God, don't people in the U.S.

know what's going on?" I kept a joumal, mostly notes. On a personal level, my
motherly instinct to protectmy child became inherently stronger as well asmy rage.

For "The Cariboo Cafe" I did background reading. One day I started with this voice,

a man's voice and the way he sees these particular people. The story is divided into

three sections. I wrote the second section first, the third section second, and then the

first section last. Not only was I developing the voice of the man, but I was also

creating the story. I wanted readers to become part of the story, to stand there and

witness what was going on. I managed to bring the readers in; they are the bystanders

at the end of the story looking into the café in silence. At the same time, I wanted

them to experience the pain of this woman in losing a child senselessly, a fact that

was happening left and right in Central America.

That story took me a long time to do, because the story line was very difficult and

very painful. At times, 1 cried as I was writing it. Other times, 1 even had nightmares

about it. I remember one night when I woke up screaming because I saw this man
take my child and run away. I was running. 1 was touching her fingertips. She was

reaching out to me. I was running faster. It scared the hell out of me. I got up

screaming. 1 did not know the power of the story or what I was doing but I felt that

I needed to do something. I needed to do something fast to recognize the suffering

of these women who were verymuch silenced because people were notcovering this

type of material in their articles.

I finished the piece in San Francisco. In fact, I had written thepiece when Pilarwould

sleep and then I would get up and work for an hour and then suddenly she would

wake up. The pattem would repeat itself. I remember the time I finished it. It was

three o'clock in the moming. I was supposed to take a plane at seven o'clock that

same moming to go to Long Beach because they had invited me to this Women
Writers Conference. I wanted to finish the piece because I had not done anything

new in a long time. While Pilar was sitting in my backpack, I was typing away. She

eventually fell asleep at about four thirty. I put her back to bed, packedmy stuff, and

then I was off. I didn' t have time to consider the impact that the story had on me until

I got to the place where I was supposed to read it.
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This was in 1984. There were two hundred women and then we each divided into

groups. I did not know at the time that Tillie Olsen was in my audience. As I began

reading the story, I literally fell apart. I began sobbing and sobbing because the pain

was so close tomy heart. It was an incredible experience. I kept crying and couldn' t

stop. When I fmished the story, I felt like such a fool until I looked up. Everyone in

the room was crying. People had tears rolling down their eyes. I just could not

believe it.

I did not know who Tillie Olsen was physically, but I knew and admired her as a

writer. She came up to me, took my hand and said "Fm so glad you're writing this.

Nobody has ever written this kind ofwork. This is so special." So I said, 'Thank you,

thank you. What's your name?" She said, "Tillie Olsen." Later on that day, in her

keynote speech she said, "I havejust been to an incredible reading ofa story. I think

this is what we have to be writing about, the important aspects of life that we have

to put down on paper." I decided to send this story to Nick telling him to pull out

the other story and put this one in. So that's how 'The Cariboo Cafe" got into this

book. Fm glad that it did because it's a good story. It's also one that I could never

read out publicly. 1 tried other times but I decided that I better not do it.

J.: In "Nopalitos," you experiment with another genre, the testimonio. It's

really moving. What motivated this change?

H. : Letme tell you. During those crazy times, when I was not actually writing, I was

keepingjoumals. I was reading, basically keeping a time of silence. Those years that

passed were really hard for me. When somebody contacted me and asked, "Why
don' t you write a testimonioT I could not even come up with the time to do it. I was

sorry that they wanted me to do iL

During that time I got a cali from the Chicano Literary Prize, which I hadwon a few

years back at Irvine. They asked me if 1 had wanted to be the keynote speaker along

with Tomás Rivera. "Are you talking to me?" I asked. "Aren't you Helena Maria

Viramontes?" they asked. I was vacuuming at the time. It was hilarious. I

immediately put some thoughts together because I did not have that much time to

prepare. 1 would write sentences on postits, to put here and to put there. Then I just

typed it up in four hours. It's good that I did that because that was the basis of

"Nopalitos."

This incident is interesting because I did the presentation on Wednesday with

Tomás Rivera By Sunday, he died of a heart attack. It was incredible. The spirits

have a way of pointing me out to people and being where I should be. It was so

strange that I should be there with him and that we should talk and a few days later

he's gone. It was very sad because we were making a date to meet in a couple of

weeks.

From taking those notes that I did for "Nopalitos," María [Herrera-Sobek] said that

they were very good. B ut I was pissed off that I did not have enough time to sitdown
and write.
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One day Nancy Stembach calleé me to say that she really wanted me to do the

testimonio for this anthology. I said OK that I would sit down that aftemoon, type

it up, and work frommy notes. Whilemy husband watched the kids, it tookme about

four hours to put everything together and send it out. The next day I regretted it

completely. I said, "Oh! How could I have possibly sent her this! Oh! This is

terribly written! What can I say? What can I do?" A couple of days later she calis

me back. She says, "Helena, we loved it. We loved it." That was the product ofjust

afew hours work, but itwasn '
t really . The thoughts and ideashad already been there.

There were minimal changes done. I like ita lot. It gives tribute tomy mother, that's

what it does and the importance of growing up hearing stories.

S.: Are you working more on **Miss Clairol"? I loved that story. The sympathy

you have for that character, Arlene.

H.: The series of Paris Rats? I would like to continue. I really respect Arlene. It is

interesting because I received a lot of flack especially from the outer circles. "Ay!

Look at the way you are portraying a Chicana! Look, she' s stealing lipstick in front

of her kids!" I asked "Don't you understand? No tiene dinero. Geez. Don't you

understand that she is a young woman también que trabaja üke you would not

believe. Yeah, she wants to go out. Yeah, she wants to have a good time. A life!"

Anyway, yeah, I have to get back to the series. There' s a couple of stories that need

to be reworked and there is a couple that need to be written.

S.: Have you tried experimentüig with other genres, theater for example?

H.: I see myself writing film. I am very interested in developing a script that I did

at the Sundance Institute. It deals with a mexicana who is known as the fírst

convicted felón in Orange County. Pobre mujer. I feel that I have to vindícate her.

Her ñame was Modesta Avila. The only existing picture we have ofher is the photo

that was taken at San Quentin. This woman owned a little patch ofland in 1884, algo

así. The railroads were invading very fast, Huntington being one of the big railroad

magnates. They wanted to draw a straight line, a boundary through California. They

wanted to cross her land. At first, she said, "No!" But then she changed hermind and

said, "OK, but give me some money." They said, "No!" She ended up going to the

courts complaining that they were building on her land and not giving her any kind

ofcompensation. The courts did not pay any attention to her. The story has it (which

captured my imagination) that she hung a laundry Une across the railroad tracks

though the court records say otherwise. She had calzones telling them 'Tuckers!

I'm going to dry my laundry." The courts got so pissed off that they arrested her.

They tried her and then she was acquitted. Because she was acquitted, she was tried

again until they found her guilty of obstruction of the railroad. She was given three

years in San Quentin. She was pregnant at the time. Of course, she died up there.

Who knows what happened to her child? I was able to get her picture from a
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wonderfiil woman who did some research on her. I blew it up and she's staring at

me everyday. Waiting with such moumfiil eyes.

So I wrote this piece for the Sundance Institute that I plan to develop and make it

into a real great story . It really needs to be told. I am told that some ofher family still

live. The descendants of the Avila don' t talk about her. They say that she is not part

of the family or that she is another string of Avila or whatever because she is a

convicted criminal. Pobrecita, you should see her. She is so triste. It was really the

railroad magnates whojust wanted to get their way . Then it was Orange County that

had developed its own county away from Los Angeles and wanted to show that they

were good, law abiding citizens. The people in town treated her terribly. They said

that she was famous with the "Santa Ana boys ali over town," this kind ofb.s. Yeah,

of course. Basically they were representing her like a lying slut. This woman had

a lot of guts, a lot of spunk. So I see myself doing this in fihn, but there are so many

stories that I could develop.

J.: How did you become involved with the Sundance Institute?

H.: As you may know, Gabo [Gabriel Garcia Márquez] is a supporter of the Havana

Fihn School. Robert Redford, an admirer of Gabo, was successful in getting him a

visa to stay in the USA for this workshop he was putting together in 1989. Gabo

agreed to come as long as he could work with five U.S . Latino writers. This was also

part of the Latin American exchange program he had set up. That was the first

stipulation. So then a big national pool ofLatino writers submitted their best works.

I did not think I would be nominated because I was not really a fihn, but a fiction

writer and I also knew I was competing against major people. When I was finally

accepted, I had to decline the offer at firsL They gave me the business about my
lacking a "proper" Spanish. Well, I gave them a history about the Chicano

Movement and the condition of the working-class Latinos in the U.S. At the time,

I was also living in Nuevo México with my kids and I could not just get up and go

to the Sundance Institute in Utah. Gabo was so accommodating that it was hilarious.

He said that I could bring my kids along and that I could speak in Enghsh if I wanted.

So now I had no more excuses.

It was an incredible experience. Everyday from 9 am to 1 pm. Gabo instructed us

to come in with a storyline that we discussed, pulling and challenging our

imagination. Again I was in that Uterary environment where we exchanged ideas

and I became familiar with the uterary traditions and concems of other Latino

writers, Cubans, Nuyoricans. I also leamed that Gabo was a very loving and sweet

man. On the last day, he said that he was so sentimental that he did not know how

to say good-bye and he left us with tears in his eyes and a wave of his hand. I was

very moved.

S.: What project are you working on now?
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H.: This novel, for example, is very small. But I leave itopen for the characters who

are so incredibly rich, so incredibly powerful that it calis for other stories. It is called

Under the Feet ofJesus. It has taken me a little bitover a year to work on a consistent

basis. That is why Fm a bit tired. I still have some expansión. In this work, I wanted

to give a tribute to the Mujer. I wanted to make her fucking tough. And itworks ! I' ve

received very, very wonderful responses. An editor at Dutton, a woman from New
York told me, "I read this and I read it again. It gave me the sense ofbeing a classic."

I was in awe. I would not go that far, but if you want to consider it a classic that's

OK with me. I told her that when I write I really have to take care ofmy characters.

These are characters that some people have complete stereotypes about or are

completely invisible. They have a right to come unto themselves. They have a right

to exist, to show people that they love, to show people that they are strong, to show

people that they are responsible, to show that they are responsible for the salad on

the plates, for instance. Think about it. This woman, this young little Chicanita,

comes out so strong. She is incredible. Her ñame is Estrella. So I feel really good

about it.

J.: By the way, how did you meet Sandra Cisneros?

H.: Letme tell you. It was destined that Sandra and I should meetandbecome really

good friends. A friend of mine in East L.A. said, "I just picked up this book The

House onMango Street. You got to read it, Helena. I thought of you. You got to read

it." So then he sends it to me. I read it in one sitting. And I just think, "God, this is

fabulous!" And then I am going to read it a second sitting, when another Chicana

friend comes along and I said, "Listen, you got to read this book!" So then she takes

it along, right.We start talking , we were already talking about "lookhow interesting

she got the folk tales and she tumed them into this and really made them real to us.

.
." And that's when my friend says, "Well, let me borrow it because I need to use

it for my class."

That very day I go home. I go tomy mother' s house in East L. A. It' s late aftemoon.

As I am walking in, I see that my mother' s mailbox door is open, so I get the mail

for her. All ofa sudden, there' s a letter to Helena María Viramontes. The ribbon was

all messed up so half ofmy ñame carne but on the top it had Cisneros, S. Cisneros

on it with an address, San Antonio, The Guadalupe Cultural Center. I looked and I

said, "I wonder if this is Sandra Cisneros, the person who wrote The House on

Mango Street" So then I open it and it was Sandra. She said, " I picked up Cuentos:

Stories by Latinas edited by Cherríe Moraga. I read your two stories. I think they're

wonderful. I want to invite you down to The Guadalupe Cultural Center." So I called

her and I said, "You know it's quite ironic. I just fmished your book." I did not get

the sense at the time of the real importance of the book, which is incredible. It has

already sold tons of copies. It's used in fourth grade classes right now all the way

up to adult üteracy programs and gradúate level courses in literature, cultural,

women, and sociology courses because it is so textured. It is so leveled in many.
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many ways that there is something for everybody. It will be a timeless piece.

Pilar at that time was about seven months old. When we wentdown to San Antonio,

Sandra and I hit it off real fast, hablando, hablando, hablando. In fact, she gave me
a draft of "One Holy Night" [a story in Woman Hollering Creek]. After I read it I

knew that she was such an incredible writer.

From then on each time that she would be around California, whether I was living

up in San Francisco or back in Irvine, she would cali me to make sure that we could

meet and spend time together. It was always so nice. She would come over to the

house in San Francisco and pull me out. "Come with me ! So and so invitedme over

to go have some pupusas at this restaurant. Come with me. Helena." And it was

funny because I was pregnant in San Francisco with my second son. Then she carne

to visit me. She had won the Before Columbus Book Award for The House on

Mango Street. I always remember. I am in the kitchen about to vomit and she would

say, "Hey, Usten I met so and so at Stanford. He's going to take me to ajazz club.

Come with me. Come on. Come on." And Fm like, "Yeah Sandra, right."

For a number of years, Sandra always kept me connected to writers and the aspect

of writing. She would always cali me. She would always write to me. Even in the

long stretch of time when I was just going crazy with the kids, the evaluation ofmy
life and trying to get it ali together, she always reminded me that my writing was

important. It should be a big priority for me to address. For a time, I actually felt

myself in a black hole, and if it wasn't for Sandra who kept me afloat, literally, I

would have died in my own frustration. She is one, if not the biggest, supporter of

Chicana writers.

J.: In 1989, 1 took a course called '*Chicana Writers'* with Professor Norma
Alarcón at U.C. Berkeley. I was amazed because it was the first time I read any

fiction by Chicana writers and that's how I was introduced to The Moths and

Other Stories. Do you consider yourself part of a Chicana literary movement?

H.: Yes, yes I do. I would also include Sandra Cisneros, Cherrfe Moraga, LomaDee
Cervantes and many others still. What this literary body has in common is that we
all come from a specific social situation, a working-class background. We have a

social consciousness of the sixties, the Chicano Movement, the Black Movement
and the impact that those radical days had on us. We are connected with a concrete

historical past.

J.: In what direction do you see Chicana/Latina writers going?

H. :We are doing some very, very wonderful work.We are providing a source ofnew
breath in üterature. We are giving life to people who have never been in literature

before. That was one of the things that the editor had told me. She said, "I had never

seen characters just like this. Never." Look at the voice of The House on Mango
Street. Look at the Don Quijote kind of novel that Ana Castillo wrote. You know
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what I mean? We are not just writing stories. It is like we are redefining what

literature is to us in many ways. One of the reasons I think we writers have to write

essays is that we need to transíate our own work. Give it the historical context by

which the product was produced. It's all so very new. There is still discussion

whether The House on Mango Street is a novel, a collection of vignettes, or short

stories. There is still that type of problematics with the texts we have created. We
have the women creating the works and right behind them you have the literary

critics, by and large Chicanas, who are trying to contextualize it I think the critics

complement the writers. They give a bigger understanding to show people the

importance of this work. It is not only stories. This is something more, a lot more

to the movement.

In terms of historical and literary importance, there is a great need for this. That's

where I see it. I think we are doing very exciting work. Now the bigger publishing

houses are beginning to open up to us but that means little. We still need the control

of our own presses to guarantee that our work will be published, popular or not,

profitable or not And time. We will have more time, space and compensation to

work on the stories that keep us ahve and well.
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